Trials of the Keymaster
A Dungeons and Math Adventure
Introduction: As brave, young, intrepid adventures, you’ve heard
tales of treasure beyond your wildest imagination in the tomb of
moving stones! You have been forewarned that in the tomb of moving
stones there is a powerful sorcerer named the Keymaster, who uses
powerful locks to protect his treasure, and eagerly enjoys
tormenting adventurers much like yourselves. It’ll be up to you
discern your way through his devilish puzzles and battle the
Keymaster to claim his treasure!

A 1-hour adventure for 1st level characters

by Mr. Medhurst

Legend:
Bold Text: Different rooms
Italicized Text: Narration provided upon entering a room
Normal text: Actions/events that happen in that room

The Tomb of Moving Stones

1. Entry Cavern
 Main: This wide, irregularly shaped cavern has a floor of smooth bedrock. Dam dirt and
stone, with tree roots protruding here and there, make up the walls. A 5' wide tunnels leads
to the north. A stone slab – a door with a rusted pullring – stands to the east. By the stone
door are some well-used cloaks and a waterskin on the floor.
◦ They will fight rats in here



◦ To open the door, there are scales in the room and a bunch of different shaped and
weighted objects. The door reads: “Only when the scales are equal, will the door open.”
They must match the different shapes and values on scales for them to match and
open.
North Tunnel: the tunnel is muddy. It winds north for a few hundred feet or so, rising
gradually and ending at a wooden staircase that leads up to an angled wooden door. Beside
the coffer is a heap of damp sand with torches sticking out.

2. Stone Sentinels
 60' beyond the stone door, the uneven tunnel floor levels out. Two stone reliefs of stern
dwarves in chainmail, carrying battleaxes face each other across the tunnel. The carvings
stand out from the passage walls, and they have gaps behind them where you can make
out passageways. The main tunnel continues past these two silent stone sentinels.
 South path leads to an abandoned privy/bathroom with a tarnished silver ring inside
 North path leads to 5. Charnel Chamber; DC 16 Perception or hit tripwire that drops some
glass and other trinkets to make noise; no one is around to hear trap
 A dex check here separates the group, high goes north, low goes south.
3. Cage Trap
 Main: At the end of this stone passage is another stone door with an iron pullring on it. It
stands slightly ajar with darkness beyond. About 5' up, the door has a narrow, horizontal
viewing slit.
 If a character examines ceiling: The ceiling consists of square stone about 10' on a side.



Rusty iron frames surround each panel. The panels are separated several inches from one
another and the walls on either side. The panels form a row overhead that continues to the
end of the passage.
10 cages 25' up attached to iron chains; 2 per turn drop
◦ DC 15 Dex or trapped inside/DC 5 Dex or pinned by edge + 2d6 damage
◦ DC 15 Str to lift & escape/DC 20 Str to bend open bars

4. Antechamber 1
 Main: This big, square chamber has been hewn out of the rock. There is a large barred door
on the far wall of the room from which you can see a similar shaped room on the other side.
There are two large paddocks that you can see with numbers on them. In the middle of the
room, there are two bowls being held up by strange stone goblin figures, staggered
between the padlocks.
 The bowls will have inscriptions of a mixed number fraction and an improper fraction.
Between each padlock on one side of the fence is a sign that holds up an improper and
mixed number fraction, that will correspond to a padlock resting exactly on the other side
from the padlock. The group must coordinate, putting their key into correct padlock by
correctly equalizing the two values.
 If they attempt the wrong keys, they take 1d4 damage.
5. Charnel Chamber
 Main: the tunnel opens into a square room that reeks of sulfur. A few large rats are moving
amongst the rocks. You can hear scuttling amongst the walls. There are bits of gold in the
stone, just near the rats.
◦ Rats ignore the players if the players ignore them
◦ If they want the gold but not alert the rats. DC stealth 10 to avoid the rats. DC 15 to pick
up the gold.
6. Hovering Stone
 The tunnel opens into a square room. In the room's center is a black rock, roughly a foot
wide and 2 feet tall, that hovers three feet from the floor.
◦ Detect Magic finds an invisible force, a spell cast on a 10' diameter circle that causes
objects placed within to float up when released.
◦ Can move the rock or leave other objects
7. Antechamber 2
 Main: This big, square chamber has been hewn out of the rock. There is a large barred door
on the far wall of the room from which you can see a similar shaped room on the other side.
There are two large paddocks that you can see with numbers on them. In the middle of the
room, there are two bowls being held up by strange stone goblin figures, staggered
between the padlocks.
 The bowls will have inscriptions of a mixed number fraction and an improper fraction.
Between each padlock on one side of the fence is a sign that holds up an improper and
mixed number fraction, that will correspond to a padlock resting exactly on the other side



from the padlock. The group must coordinate, putting their key into correct padlock by
correctly equalizing the two values.
If they attempt the wrong keys, they take 1d4 damage.

8. Approach
 Main: A passage – 10' wide x 10' high hewn from the rock – runs 40' ahead. There is a loud,
maniacal laughter echoing throughout the hall, and then a beckoning for them to come
forward.
9. Tomb of Moving Stones
 Main: An enormous chamber with a twenty-foot ceiling has been carved out of the rock. A
lighted lantern rests on the floor near the center of the room. An odd array of stone
monoliths—some upright standing stones, and others arranged in three-stone arches—
stand around the chamber. The ground is tiled, and standing in the middle of the room, is
The Keymaster.
 For Keymaster, use Black Earth Priest statistics
 During combat, the Keymaster raises an imprentable shield as a tile in the floor
decompresses, revealing fractions. The stone monoliths will then have corresponding
fractions. It will be a DC 10 strength check to move the monoliths into the tiles, at which
point the shield will drop. This will happen two more times as his health goes down.

